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Terms of Reference for the Finance & Services Committee 

(Endorsed December 2019) 
 

On behalf of State Council, and in accordance with any policies, directions or limitations set by State 
Council, undertake the following functions: 
 

 Determining key directions in relation to the establishment and/or development of new and current 
business opportunities that result in the delivery of outputs which enhance the financial and 
operational capacity of members and the Association. 
 

 Adoption of business plans for the Association’s service delivery units that deliver the key 
objectives within the Association’s Strategic Plan, with regular monitoring of outcomes against 
agreed performance indicators. 

 

 Oversee the financial management of the Association, including the recommendation of a draft 

annual Governance Budget to State Council, long term financial planning, monitoring/assessment 

of financial reports, approving and/or recommending budgetary reallocations to State Council, 

committing or reallocating reserve funds for special purposes, and auditing and presentation of the 

Association’s annual accounts.  

 Internal audit including monitoring/assessing compliance against financial and asset management 
and internal control policies. 
 

 Oversee the delivery of business development, business management, human resource 
management and information management and corporate services. 

 

 Establish a risk governance structure which ensures that management has implemented sound 
risk management policies and procedures across the Association, and which is regularly reviewed.   

 

 Establish risk management and internal control performance indicators that are regularly evaluated 
through internal and external audit processes. 

 

 Regularly report to State Council on the key activities and major decisions of the Committee. 
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Minutes  
 

Meeting of the Finance and Services Committee was held on Wednesday, 18 November 2020 in the 

Wattle Room, WALGA, 170 Railway Parade, West Leederville. 

 

As Mayor Roberts was held up in traffic, President Cr Karen Chappel assumed the Chair and opened 

the meeting at 10:06am. 

 

Mayor Roberts arrived at 10:24am and assumed the Chair. 

 

1. Attendance, Apologies, Announcements & Minutes 
 

1.1 Attendance 
 
Attendance 
 
Members 

Mayor Tracey Roberts JP WALGA President – Chair  
President Cr Karen Chappel JP WALGA Deputy President  
Cr Catherine Ehrhardt  State Councillor via video 
Mr Colin Murphy Independent Representative 
 

 WALGA Staff  
Mr Nick Sloan Chief Executive Officer 
Mr Tony Brown EM Governance and Organisational Services 
Mr Ian Duncan EM Infrastructure 
Mr Dale Chapman Acting EM Commercial and Communications 
Ms Joanne Burges Acting EM Strategy, Policy and Planning 
Mr Rick Murray Chief Financial Officer 
Mr Andrew Blitz Manager Commercial Development 
Ms Margaret Degebrodt Executive Officer Governance 

 
 
Apologies 

Cr Paul Kelly State Councillor 
President Cr Ken Seymour State Councillor  
Mr Zac Donovan EM Commercial and Communications 

 
 
Announcements 
 
Nil 
 
Declaration of Interests 
 
Nil 
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1.2 Minutes of Previous Meeting  
 
RESOLUTION  

 
Moved: Cr Catherine Ehrhardt 
Seconded: President Cr Karen Chappel 
 
That the Minutes of the Finance and Services Committee meeting of 19 August 2020 be 
confirmed as a true and correct record of proceedings. 
 CARRIED 
 

1.2.1 Business Arising 
 
Nil 
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2. Finance Governance 

Objectives: 

 Oversee the financial management of the Association, including the recommendation of a 
draft annual Governance Budget to State Council, long term financial planning, 
monitoring/assessment of financial reports, approving and/or recommending budgetary 
reallocations to State Council, committing or reallocating reserve funds for special 
purposes, and auditing and presentation of the Association’s annual accounts.  

 Internal audit including monitoring/assessing compliance against financial and asset 
management and internal control policies. 

 

2.1 Financial Metrics Dashboard – Five Months to 31 October 2020 

By Rick Murray, Chief Financial Officer 
 
BACKGROUND 

The Financial Dashboard presents a concise view of key financial metrics while utilising graphs to show 
trends where appropriate.  
 
This Dashboard for 31 October 2020 is provided to the committee to show how key financial indicators 
are tracking against the revised budget adopted in July 2020. This financial overview is intended to 
show financial performance to 31 October and therefore provide context for the separately tabled 
Budget 2020/21 which contains detailed projections for the remainder of the reporting year. 
 
SUMMARY 

At 31 October 2020 WALGA’s surplus of $967k is well ahead of budget $270k for the budget modelling 
for the five months and cash flow is healthy. 
 
The better than expected result reflects the combined impact of positive variances from both income 
and expenses.  Overall income is five percent better than budget and expenses is six percent under 
budget, with positive variances $341k and $356k respectively. 
 
RESOLUTION  

 
Moved: Cr Catherine Ehrhardt 
Seconded:  Mr Colin Murphy 
 
That the Financial Metrics dashboard for 31 October 2020 be noted.  
 CARRIED 
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2.2 Budget 2020-21: November Update 

By Rick Murray, Chief Financial Officer 
 
SUMMARY 

This budget provides for the previously foreshadowed extension of WALGA’s 2020/21 budget from six 
months to the full twelve months.  
 
Following on the State of Western Australia’s transition to recovery, this budget is framed as a Budget 
for Business Recovery aligning with the focus of the both the Local Government sector and State 
Government on economic recovery. Having managed income shortfalls within the first half of the year 
with savings from the recruitment freeze and other measures, WALGA is well positioned to support 
Members during the recovery phase. This will require reinstated service capacity including reinstating 
positions and special projects.  The budget therefore includes revisions necessary to leverage or 
mitigate opportunities or impacts unforeseen at the initial budget preparation.   
 
This budget also supports increased digitisation with investment in technology and a records 
management project which are both an acknowledgement of information becoming increasingly critical 
to a member based organisation, as reflected in the new Strategic Plan 2020-2025. 
 
Cognisant of the ongoing risk of a future COVID-19 outbreak, the Contingency of $100,000 has been 
replaced with the Special Project allocation which will be released progressively over the remainder of 
the year. The Revised Budget retains the balanced bottom line with a zero surplus. 
 
BACKGROUND 

On 1 July 2020, State Council with the prior endorsement of the Finance and Services Committee, 
adopted the current Revised Business Continuity Budget for the six months ending 30 November 2020. 
This budget reinstated costs for many movement and gathering activities excluded from the original 
Budget adopted on 6 May 2020. 
 
As previously reported, the objective of this budget was to provide business continuity for the initial six 
months of the 2020/21 year in an environment impacted by the uncertainty of the onset and spread of 
COVID-19 and the associated health and economic impact. 
 
Budget Approach 
In preparing the Budget for Business Continuity, a cautionary approach was taken in framing any 
assumptions beyond the initial six months of the reporting year. This budget reflected the early 
expectation of a financial year of two halves, with the first half consisting of stabilisation and mitigation, 
before leading to the second geared to recovery and growth.  
 
The Budget was also developed from a business continuity context in response to the COVID-19 health 
and economic crisis, with reductions in income and activity impacted activities and modelled staff costs 
based on the new organisational structure and recruitment freeze.  
 
Contingency funds were set aside as a buffer against further income shortfall and or expense 
reinstatement. 
 
In response to the COVID-19 crisis and the need to quickly adapt with a plan, a new budget was 
prepared which was based upon a six-month budget extension of the Revised Budget 2019/20, similar 
to the process undertaken by State and Federal governments. It is from this base that COVID-19 
amendments were applied. 
 
Subsequently it is required that the Budget be updated in November for the second half of the year 
based upon assumptions supported by a more current view of the environment and member 
requirements.  
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November Budget Update 
With the approach of the end of November the WALGA Strategic Executive Team has revisited the 
budget process for 2020/21. 
 
It was previously envisaged that WALGA would need to be ready to transition from stabilisation to pivot 
so as to meet emerging opportunities and changing Member expectations. The state of Western 
Australia has been the standout across the country with its prevention of community transmission and 
return to economic growth. The significant injection of project funds to further stimulate local economies 
including road and infrastructure funding will benefit Member Local Government works and their 
communities. 
 
In response to the current positive health and economic situation and outlook in Western Australia, the 
budget will be updated with the second six months reflecting a business recovery context. Mindful of 
the ongoing risks, the budget provides contingency in form of phased Special Projects which can be 
utilised if required, in conjunction with operational levers applied in March 2020. The Budget for 
Business Recovery is timely in that it offers the opportunity to support implementation of WALGA’s new 
Strategic Plan 2020-2025. 
 
The current Budget for the six months has been extended with the inclusion of the budget for the second 
half of the year based upon the Revised Budget 2019/20. Budget revisions have been overlayed where 
appropriate to ensure that assumptions properly reflect current conditions and the outlook for economic 
and health conditions. Additionally budget revisions also serve to leverage or mitigate opportunities or 
impacts unforeseen at the initial budget preparation.   
 
Budget Objectives 
The objectives in development of the WALGA budget for the full year ending 31 May 2021 include: 
 

 Support Business Recovery  
Primary goal here is the reinstatement of positions and therefore service capacity for Members. 
Outcome: Budget 2020/21 provides budget for the filling of 10 positions at an estimated cost of 
$450,000 for the remainder year. 

 

 Reinstate Special Project Funding 
Special Project Funding has been reducing from $350,000 in 2017/18 to be nil in Budget 2021 HY1. 
Subsequently there is a backlog of non-recurring projects which add value to Members, promote the 
sector or enable the WALGA organisation.  
Outcome: As presented, the Budget 2020/21 provides a Special Project allocation of $240,000 with 
indicative projects totalling $290,000. 

 

 Ensure Business Continuity 
Through this year’s lockdown we gained valuable insight into how WALGA’s income streams are 
significantly resilient and adaptable. We also gained insight in to savings achieved in the event of 
restrictions on movement and gathering. Other operational levers exist if required. However it is 
appropriate to ensure that contingency funding is also available if required. 
Outcome: In addition to the various levers available, Budget 2020/21 provides a Special Project 
allocation of $240,000 which will be subject to a phased release over the remaining months of the 
reporting year. 

 

 Deliver a Balanced Budget 
Within the context of setting out the parameters for the budget period year to deliver sound financial 
management in view of the organisation’s business continuity strategy, strategic objectives, the 
budget process specifically seeks to deliver a balanced budget 
Outcome: As presented, the Budget 2020/21 has a zero projected bottom line. 

  
Assumptions 
The key assumption for this budget is for the continuation of the current restrictions for the duration of 
WALGA’s reporting year ending 31 May 2021. In the event of any future lockdowns the options exist as 
outlined under “Ensure Business Continuity “heading above.  
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Other assumptions include: 

 Preferred supplier income growing in the second half of the year with potential upside of 
road project monies flowing through the Preferred Supplier Panel. 

 Training services income has been budgeted conservatively – expected to   continue to 
recover but not back to prior levels due to the end of Elected Member training and reduced 
demand for officer training this year. 

 Interest income allows for reduced interest rates to flow through on maturing investments.  
 
Presented to the Finance and Services Committee for consideration and subsequent recommendation 
to State Council for adoption is the Budget for Business Recovery Pack for the full year ending 31 May 
2021 consisting of the following: 
 

 Profit and Loss Summary 

 Governance Budget - Profit and Loss 

 Governance Budget by Portfolio and Function 

 Grant Program Budget 

 Capital Budget.  
 
Also provided is a Detailed Profit and Loss for the Non Grant Program, while not forming part of this 
report is provided for information. It drills down to general ledger account detail and shows the build-up 
of the budget including Half Year 1, Half Year 2 and budget revisions, and is provided as for reference. 
 

COMMENT 

The Budget 2020-21 as presented, has been completed and endorsed by the WALGA Strategic 
Executive Team.  
 
Total turnover for Non Grant and Grant programs is $21.7 million. 
 
NON GRANT PROGRAM 
 
Budget surplus for the full 2020/21 year is retained at nil with Non Grant Turnover of $15.3 million down 
13 percent on Revised Budget for 2019/20. 
 

 FY20                   
Actual 

FY20                
Revised 
Budget 

FY20 
Budget 

vs     
Revised 
Budget 

Income $17,096,664 $17,669,410 $15,284,639 (13%) 

Expenses $17,068,860 $17,612,093 $15,284,639 (13%) 

Surplus $       27,804 $       56,506      NIL (100%) 
FY= Full Year / Financial year 

 
 
Budget Highlights 

 The zero bottom line has been retained; 

 Business recovery provided by for increasing capacity through filling vacant positions and 
alignment of employees below the established (Mercer) minimum to market competitive 
remuneration to reduce staff turnover; 

 Reintroduction of Special Projects of $240,000 for initial contingency and then to support 
projects; 

 Benefit of savings from 2019/20 organisation structure changes;  

 Cover of $80,000 for the estimated lease accounting adjustment in 2020/21;  

 Operating and capital budget for development of Technology supporting digitisation strategy; 

 Budget for the employment of additional Employer Relations Advisor to support Local 
Governments in the shift to State Award over the next two years; and 

 Funding of $60,000 for consultant to support the Records Management Project.  
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CAPITAL EXPENDITURE  
 
The Capital Budget has been increased by $327,750 to $403,750. The net $76,000 increase is 
attributable to:  

 $50,000 for creating a single Tender Broadcasting and Evaluation System used for sourcing 
new Preferred Suppliers; 

 $20,000 for development of new Calumo Business Intelligence system being introduced into 
Finance to digitise reporting, budgeting and forecasting ; 

 $6,000 is net change of refinements to existing projects. 
 
As shown in the budget, with the exception of the computer hardware, the capital budget consists almost 
entirely of Technology related projects which are consistent with WALGA’s new Strategic Plan, which 
requires that systems and processes are simplified and digitised.   
 
GRANT PROGRAM 

Grant Program expenditure has been updated for new grants including Animals in Emergency with 
grant funding of $550,000. The closing balance for Grants at 31 May 2021 is revised to $1,569,812. 
Grants are administered under the terms of the grant agreements. 
 
Grant turnover is estimated at $6.4 million for the year allowing for unused grants to be taken to liability 
where permitted by accounting standards. 
 
 
RESOLUTION  

 
Moved:  Mr Colin Murphy 
Seconded:  President Cr Karen Chappel 
 
That the Governance Budget 2020/21, being for the full year ending 31 May 2021, be endorsed. 

 
 CARRIED 
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2.3 Financial Management Compliance 

By Nick Sloan, Chief Executive Officer  

BACKGROUND 

At its meeting of 20 February 2019, The Finance and Services Committee adopted the Financial 
Management Policy. The Financial Management Policy establishes standards over financial and asset 
management and compliance requirements not otherwise reported. 
 
The Chief Executive Officer is to report on compliance with the Financial Management Policy, to each 
ordinary meeting of the Finance and Services Committee.   
 

COMMENT 

Financial Management Policy statements are presented below for consideration. 
 
The Chief Executive Officer has responsibility to ensure compliance with the following statements. 
 
For the period 13 August 2020 to 10 November 2020. 
 

The assets of WALGA are safeguarded from accidental loss or fraud. Complying 

1. WALGA has insurance cover commensurate with assessed risk Y 
2. Suspected fraud, corruption or irregularities are investigated and if 

confirmed are reported to the Finance and Services Committee 
 

Y 

3. Data is protected and only accessible by authorised persons Y 
4. Financial assets are invested in compliance with WALGA’s Investment 

Policy 

Y 

5. Corporate credit cards are used only where appropriate and with controls 
over issue, cancellation and transactions.  
 

Y 

 

Budgeting and forward planning processes are used to achieve the 
alignment of operating activities with the Strategic Plan, the economical 
allocation of resources and financial sustainability. 

Complying 

6. Long Term Financial Projections are modelled for the next five years and 

updated annually. 

Y 

7. A High Level Business Planning process shall precede the budget 

process allowing for a review of activities, consideration of action plans 

and initial high level estimates for the next reporting year. 

Y 
 

8. A Budget is prepared annually for review by the Finance and Services 

Committee and then submitted for endorsement by State Council.  

Y 
 

9. At least one Mid-Year Budget revision will be conducted with additional 

budget revisions undertaken only if required  

Y  
 

10. Annual Budget key objectives should include: 

 Align with the Strategic Plan 

 Follow from the High Level Business Planning process, and 

 Deliver a balanced budget or small surplus unless strategic 

objectives require otherwise 

Y 
 

11. Budget deficits are only incurred in the following circumstances: 

 Achieving strategic objective requires a timing difference 

 Expenditure which is funded from reserves consisting of income from 

previous years 

 Unplanned deficits arising from in the pursuit of a balanced or small 

budget with supporting explanation. 

Y 
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12. The actual approved budgets shall consist of the: 

 Governance Budget and 

 Capital Budget.  

The Management Budget provides the underlying support for detailed 

budget performance management at the business unit level. 

Y 

13. Reclassification of budget amounts between line items of the 

Governance and Capital Budgets shall be permitted subject to approval 

by the Chief Executive Officer for amounts less than $20,000 and the 

Finance and Services Committee for amounts exceeding this threshold. 

Y 

14. Budget allocations are assigned only for the intended activity and when 

no longer required are to be relinquished and not shifted to other line 

items.  

Y 

15. New program activity or changes in the purpose of existing budget 

allocations shall be subject to a business case and a whole of life costing 

model and approved by the Finance and Services Committee. 

Y 

16. New staff positions or increases in approved hours of part-time positions 

must be subject to a business case approved within the annual or budget 

revision processes.  

Significant change to a position’s responsibilities and duties to the extent 

that the previous position no longer exists should be treated as a new 

position subject to the above approval requirements. 

Y 
 

 

Financial reporting is relevant, understandable, reliable and timely. Complying 

17. Annual Financial Statements are prepared and audited by qualified 

external auditors and tabled at the Annual General Meeting of the 

Association. 

Y 

18. External auditors are qualified and audit firms shall be subject to change 

after five years. 

Y 
 

19. Management Financial reports are prepared monthly to facilitate 

accountability, support governance oversight and management of 

financial performance against budget. 

Y 

20. Management Financial Reports shall endeavour to provide information 

which balances transparency of extensive data against presentation 

which delivers usability and clarity. 

Y 
New Chart of Accounts 

 For 2020/21 
21. Activities undertaken by WALGA are subject to full costing in the financial 

statements. All related lines items of an activity are reported within the 

same cost centre to support full costing of each activity. 

Y 

22. Grant Programs should be fully costed and not subsidised by WALGA. 

All Grant and Non Grant activities shall be charged Overheads and 

Corporate Charges.  

Concessional treatment is only permitted for small grants below $50,000 

with approval by the Chief Executive Officer. 

Y 

 

WALGA complies with financial requirements of Federal, State and 
Local Laws and Regulations.  

Complying 

23. Tax payments or other government-ordered payments or lodgements are 

lodged on time and without error. 

 

Y 

24. Annual Financial Reports comply with Australian Accounting Standards 

and related pronouncements. 

Y 
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Internal Controls are appropriate and operating effectively. Complying 

25. No significant control breakdowns have been identified. 

 

Y 

26. Any significant control deficiencies identified by the external auditors in 

their Auditors Report to Finance and Services Committee are rectified as 

soon as practicable. 

 

Y 

 

WALGA is achieving its targets for financial health and efficient 
operations. 

Complying 

27. Current ratio between current assets and short-term liabilities remains 

above 100 percent. 

Complying  
173% 

 
28. Variances exceeding the approved FTE level or approved headcount are 

reported. 

Y 

29. A report is provided to the Finance and Services Committee for any 
debtors with balances exceeding 120 days. 
 

Y 

30. Appropriate Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are measured and 

combined with financial information as a means of driving performance 

evaluation. 

Y  
Financial Dashboard 

31. Grant Programs are not subsidised by WALGA which would be indicated 

by a deficit result or inadequate overheads or staff costs being allocated. 

Y 

32. Cases where the deliverables for grant programs have not been 

achieved are reported to the Finance and Services Committee. 

Y 

 
 
RECOMMENDATION  

 
Moved:  President Cr Karen Chappel 
Seconded:  Mr Colin Murphy 
 
That the Financial Management Policies report for the period ended 10 November 2020 be 
noted. 
 CARRIED 
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2.4 Two Year Extension of External Auditors 

By Rick Murray, Financial Controller 

 
BACKGROUND 

 
Deloitte were appointed following approval by the then Executive Committee on 23 April 2018 for an 
initial engagement of three years. The scope of the appointment covers the external audit and 
assistance with preparation of the financial statements of WALGA, the Local Government House and 
any Grant Acquittals.  
 
This Committee is requested to consider the appointment of Deloitte for WALGA and grant acquittals 
as the audit of the Local Government House Trust will be separately referred to the Board of 
Management.   
 
The completion of the 2019/20 audits means the end of the initial three year engagement. 
 
SUMMARY 

 
In response to across the board satisfaction with the performance of Deloitte over these past three 
years who have met expectations of professionalism, technical competency and timeliness of 
delivery, the Audit Partner Nicole Menezes was invited to submit a quotation to extend the 
engagement for a further two years covering the 2020/21 and 2021/22 reporting years. 
 
Deloitte’s fee quotation is attached and includes the following base fee for the WALGA engagement. 
 

 2020/21 2021/22 

Audit $32,950 $33,900 

Financial Statements $32,50 $3,300 

 $36,200 $37,200 

   

Additional Grant Acquittal $950 $975 

 
 
Fees quoted above include an uplift of 13 percent for the audit fee on 2019/20, however are still 
considered reasonable for professional audit services from a large audit firm. 
 
It should be noted that this additional two years will take the appointment to the maximum five years 
permitted by WALGA’s Financial Management Policy (provision 18). 
 
 
ATTACHMENT included with the Agenda 

 
1. Quotation to Extend Audit Services 

 
RESOLUTION 

 
Moved: Cr Catherine Ehrhardt 
Seconded: Mr Colin Murphy 
 
That Deloitte’s appointment for the WALGA audit be extended for an additional two years being 
the 2020/21 and 2021/22 reporting years at the terms quoted. 
 CARRIED 
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3. Commercial and Communications  

Commercial Objectives: 

 Determine key directions in relation to the development and management of new and 
current procurement opportunities that result in the delivery of outputs which enhance the 
financial and operational capacity of Members and the Association. 

 To maintain a Preferred Supplier program that enhances the capacity of our Members to 
deliver value for money contracts and solutions.   

 Oversee the development and delivery of new Commercial Services to WALGA Members 
and positive relationships and expectations across all relevant stakeholders. 

3.1 Commercial Development and Management – Key Activity Update 
By Zac Donovan, Executive Manager Commercial and Communications 

 

BACKGROUND 

Approaching the mid-point of the WALGA financial year income from the Preferred Supplier Program 
is (6.81%) less than budget projections representing a reduced income to the organisation of $158,613 
for the five months to 9 November. 

The second quarter expenditure results, which reflect activity in the September quarter, shows that 
sector activity is (7.97%) lower than at the same period last year. However analysis of the category 
performance reveals that a number of categories are yet to have reported activity, and with the 
additional returns anticipated from other key categories, the current shortfall is unlikely to materialise.  

For example, while the activity is down, so too is the submission rate at (4.39%) less than at the same 
time last year. This is most clearly manifest in the absence of results yet reported against six categories 
which have a quarterly budget revenue expectation of $124,161 as yet to be realised. Add to this 
anticipated returns from other categories, such as the $30,000 outstanding for Telecommunications, 
and the shortfall in income is redressed. 

As is the nature of the reporting process, for the most part the quarterly reporting results reflect the 
activity of the previous quarter and the progressive collection of returns. Significantly that would exclude 
any widespread reduced activity due to the COVID-19 isolation period as this was reported in the 
previous quarter results. A significant exception to this is in large plant equipment, due to the longer-tail 
ordering that would have encompassed the isolation period and consequently be adversely effected.  

More significantly the impact of COVID-19 has been the consequence of the organisational recruitment 
freeze imposed in March as a conservative budget approach given the uncertainty when entering the 
isolation period. In that the ongoing vacancies within the Commercial unit and the isolation measures 
enacted, severely compromised the capacity for the unit to undertaken face to face visits with Members. 

As has been established previously there is a strong correlation between Local Government use of the 
Preferred Supplier Panels and the degree of WALGA Member engagement, particularly face to face. 
The recent lifting of the recruitment freeze at WALGA has enabled the unit to hire the required staff and 
in the most recent period has undertaken visits to 27 Local Governments. 

The recommencement of a coordinated Member visit program is considered the most effective means 
to ensure awareness in the Preferred Supplier Program by Local Governments and in turn translate 
into renewed activity. 
 
ATTACHMENT included with the Agenda 

Submission Report: The Submission Report (as of 9 November) provides additional detail as to the 
specific performance of each Preferred Supplier Panel for the quarter and against the annual budget 
modelling.  
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SUMMARY 
 
Preferred Supplier Panel Performance Overall 

As of 9 November income from the Preferred Supplier Program is at $2.169 million, which is currently 
in arears of the annual budget modelling by $158,613.  

Reported expenditure by the sector is at $62.52m for the quarter to date which is less than the $67.94m 
for at the same time last year. However as stated previously, the current result is from 84.03% of 
submissions being received which is (4.39%) less than at the same time last year.  

As shown in the attached Submission Report, there are six categories for which there is zero result yet 
recorded for the period, of which most are National Procurement Network contracts and the result of 
the timing of reporting rather an expectation of nil returns by the end of the period.  

These categories are:  

- Fuels, Oils and Lubricants 

- Fuel Tax Rebates 

- Plant Machinery and Equipment 

- Sweeping Equipment 

- Trucks, and 

- Debt Management 

Combined these categories are anticipated to realise $124,161 of the current $158,613 shortfall 

on the current annual budget, and the $150,790 required across all categories to achieve the budget 
for the quarter. 

As is demonstrated below, and included in the attached Submission Report, the current sector activity 
and consequently management fee received by WALGA, is less than at the same time last year (data 
shown left) but in line with the budget modelling for the current quarter budget (graphic on right, below). 

     

 

Large Category Performance 

In regard to the 10 largest categories by turnover - those for which even a smaller percentage 
adjustment can have a greater impact on the management income to WALGA - most are performing 
well in advance of that budgeted for the quarter with the exception of Road Building and Materials 
(currently at 75% of budget); Business Systems (58%); and Agricultural Turf and machinery (85%). 

Conversely categories such as Waste Collection is 170% on budget return; Temporary labour at 135% 
of budget; and Engineering Consulting at 160% of year to date budgeted income.   

As is provided in greater detail in the Submissions Report, the performance to date of the five largest 
Preferred Supplier Panels are as follows: 
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Panel 
Reported Activity for 

the Quarter   

% of 
Management 

Income 

Waste Collection $15.32 169.9% 

Road Building and Materials $11.79m 74.9% 

Energy Services $5.32m 127.5% 

Temporary Labour $5.21m 135.03% 

Parks and Gardens $4.74m 127.82% 

 

Best Performing Categories 

The following table shows the highest performing categories (on return to WALGA) against the budget 
modelling on a year to date basis. The quantum of the variance of return against budget is applied to 
determine the best performing categories rather than percentage growth which in the case of smaller 
categories can be substantial but is materially insignificant on a comparative basis. For example the 
Marketing and Media Services category is 96.6% ahead of the annual budget, but accounts for just 
$10,674 additional income; whereas the Waste Collection category is only 9.9% ahead of budget but 
this represents $16,359 additional income.    

Consequently as is shown below both Temporary Labour and Parks and Gardens are depicted as those 
categories providing the highest return against budget and are also among the previous list of largest 
categories. The improved result for the ICT Services panel is a direct consequence of the 
implementation of the new panel. Whereas the result for the Legal Services panel should be considered 
in light of the changed reporting structure that amortises the income from the levy-based revenue across 
the period rather than as when received in previous reporting. 

 

Panel 
Variance Activity on 
Budget Year to Date  

% Change 
on Budget 

Engineering Consulting $52,188 40.7% 

ICT Services $33,584 25.2% 

Temporary Labour $31,871 16.2% 

Legal Services $27,587 170.6% 

Parks and Gardens $25,043 18.4% 

 

Poorest Performing Categories 

Conversely the five categories with the poorest performance against budget – excluding the six 
categories for which zero returns are yet to be reported – are as follows. 

 

Panel 
Variance Activity on 
Budget Year to Date  

% Change on 
Budget 

Mobile Garage Bins ($80,342) (72.1%) 

Telecommunications ($72,508) (59.3%) 

Financial Services ($51,503) (56.8%) 

Business Systems and Services ($46,452) (42.8%) 

Group Advertising Services ($31,747) (31.6%) 

 

As is depicted above, the poorest performing categories have a greater variance relative to the 
anticipated budget than the best performing categories. Of these it is expected the result for 
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Telecommunications will be drastically reversed, as the result as of 9 November is considered a timing 
issue only.  

However it is not anticipated that the poorest of the results – that for Mobile Garbage Bins – will recover 
as this category has been well behind budget expectations for both quarters. This is due to a budget 
estimation error based on inflated results from the previous implementation of FOMO (food organics, 
garden organics) by the SMRC. The underperformance in the Group Advertising, as depicted in the 
attached Submission Report data, is largely a consequence of reduced activity during the first quarter 
during the COVID-19 isolation period when Local Governments terminated community events and the 
corresponding need to advertise.  
 
Local Enterprise Marketplace 

In support of the Preferred Supplier Program, the VendorPanel Marketplace initiative, established to 
support local supplier engagement, has now attracted more than 8000 local enterprises to register for 
the platform. 

The Marketplace arrangement provides no revenue to WALGA however the Association has 
underwritten the 12-month free trial for Member Local Governments.    

At the mid-point of the 12-month trial, 8093 local suppliers registered to participate on the platform who 
have made 9356 submissions for the 426 contracts awarded, representing $18.8 million in activity. 
 
Preferred Supplier Development  

The work to review and consolidate the Preferred Supplier Program from 39 panels to 11 continues to 
be on schedule to be completed by the start of the new financial year. It is anticipated once completed, 
the consolidated panels with simplified contract terms will enable increased numbers of suppliers to be 
engaged to provide Member Local Governments more choice and pricing competition. 

To date 19 of the panels have had some progress made towards transition to a more consolidated 11 

supplier panels with new WALGA Contract Conditions having been drafted and Panel and General 

Conditions developed. Specialist Member conditions and Special Conditions for Waste, ICT, Temporary 

Labour and works will be completed by the end of 2020. 

As previously indicated, the following broad timetable is anticipated: 

 

Quarter  

Oct – Dec 2020 - Legal redraft (phase two) 
- Review of structure and further sub-categorisation. 
- Rewrite scope of Services for all Contracts 
- Continue with transition of contracts inclusive of some lead 

tendering 
- Review and concept deign of supplier reporting technology 

Jan – March 2021 - Complete transition of incumbent suppliers into new contracts 
- Progress tendering of leads and on boarding new suppliers 
- Development of new subcategories in key areas  
- Member engagement and communications process for new 

model 
- Systems development for online EOI implementation 

April – June 2021 - Commence development of online contract builds 
- Full transition to new model 
- Integrate EOI lodgement into regular tender workflow 
- Commence new supplier reporting portal 
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New Business Development 

Key activities in development of new WALGA business to service Local Government in WA are: 

 Renewable Energy Project: Contract reviews with existing suppliers are scheduled for March 

2022 providing the opportunity for the Association to explore the viability of developing a whole 

of sector energy supply contract (Power Purchase Agreement) in partnership with a provider of 

renewable energy. The transition to a renewable energy base is increasingly the preference of 

the sector and with greater long-term sustainability. 

 Temporary Labour Platform: While the current temporary labour Preferred Supplier Panel is one 

of the better performing and growing categories, there remains the threat of an industry 

aggregator monopolising the market access as has occurred in other states. Consequently 

WALGA is exploring the potential in creating standalone platform to service the sector and 

preserve Local Governments achieving the best value. 

 Council Connect: Review of the Association’s ongoing involvement in the website service 

offered through Market Creations. Since 2013 WALGA has provided accounts and subscription 

management services for Councils Connect with marginal net return. The support was initially 

provided to assist the launch of Councils Connect, though the question is if it is still appropriate 

for WALGA to continue to provide core business functions to a third-party private business.  

 

RESOLUTION 

Moved: President Cr Karen Chappel 

Seconded: Cr Catherine Ehrhardt 

 
That the Commercial Development and Management Report for November 2020 be received.   
 
 CARRIED 
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4. Risk Management  

Objectives: 

 Establish a risk governance structure which ensures that management has implemented 
sound risk management policies and procedures across the Association, and which is 
regularly reviewed. 

 Establish risk management and internal control performance indicators that are regularly 
evaluated through internal and external audit processes. 

4.1 Risk Management: Update 
Jo Burges, Senior Advisor, Intergovernmental Relations & Risk 
 
SUMMARY 

 The 2019-20 review of the organisational structure identified a gap in oversight of sound risk 
management policies and procedures 

 The organisational re-structure assigned human resources to the risk function including the 
implementation of an Enterprise Wide Risk Management framework  

 The Strategic Planning process included a Strategic Risk Register  

 Draft policies, plans and templates are in development  

 Implementation to be undertaken throughout 2021 

 Regular review and action plans to be integral to the framework 
 
 
POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

In relation to Risk Management, WALGA is currently guided by its internal Risk Management Policy 
– AA220 and references AS/NZS ISO 31000:2009. 

Given this is an aged policy and requiring review, all documentation referred to in this item will 
reference AS ISO 31000:2018. 
 
 
BUDGETARY IMPLICATIONS  

There are nil additional implications for the WALGA Budget 2020-21 as any costs incurred are already 
assigned under the Intergovernmental Relations & Risk section of the Executive Budget. 
 
 
BACKGROUND 

The 2019-20 review of the organisational structure identified a gap in oversight of sound risk 
management policies and procedures, including a requirement to review, update and socialise all 
current documentation and processes. 
 
Given this, the organisational re-structure assigned human resources to the risk function including the 
implementation of an Enterprise Wide Risk Management (ERM) framework with an initial focus on 
strategic risk.  
 

The review and update of documentation and process is informed by the WALGA Strategic Plan 2020 
– 2025, its strategic themes, descriptors, goals, KPI’s and initiatives.  
 
Given ‘the purpose of risk management is the creation and protection of value. It improves performance, 
encourages innovation and supports the achievement of objectives’ (ISO 31000:2018) the following 
outlines some of the benefits expected to be gained from the implementation of the updated, well 
designed and developed ERM:  
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 Encourage proactive rather than reactive management - Ensures a consistent and well 
understood framework, inclusive of senior leadership mandate, policies and procedures. This 
process allows for all stakeholders to have confidence in a proactive approach to management 
of risk.   

 Be aware of the need to identify and treat risk throughout the organisation - 
Implementation of staff / Finance & Services Committee / State Councillor training to ensure a 
cross organisation understanding of, identification of, mitigation of, and / or acceptance of risk. 

 Improve identification of opportunities and threats - Development and implementation of 
cross organisation training; this will improve understanding and include processes for the 
identification of risks and opportunities by all stakeholders.   

 Comply with relevant legal and regulatory requirements and international norms - 
Although WALGA has an excellent understanding of the legislative framework within which it 
operates, all staff / Finance & Services Committee / State Councillors and affected stakeholders 
need to be aware and continuously updated on any changes.  

 Improve corporate governance - Ensuring that Finance & Services Committee / State Council 
are aware and continuously updated on any changes is a high priority for the Association 
however it needs to be addressed in a contemporary manner within current risk management 
approaches.    

 Improve stakeholder confidence and trust - Reputation, Brand and Image is an ongoing 
concern for the Association. Currently this is addressed via a well-resourced Communication 
team. It is acknowledged that this is not the only approach to be taken in mitigating the risk of a 
lack of trust and confidence by stakeholders and could be significantly improved following the 
principles of a Risk Management Framework  

 Improve controls - WALGA, by implementing a well understood and communicated risk 
management framework, will increase understanding of the measures required to modify risk. It 
is envisaged that the training framework for staff, Finance & Services Committee and State 
Council will assist in informing the identification of risk and further, the controls that can be 
developed and implemented to better mitigate those risks.   

 Improve organisational resilience - It is acknowledged that knowledge is power and that the 
more prepared the organisation is the more resilient it will become. Through continual 
improvement processes that include identification of risks and opportunities available to the 
organisation, it can manage those risks in a contemporary and forward-facing manner.  

Effective risk management requires the following principles to ensure WALGA manages the effects of 
uncertainty on its objectives:  

 Risk management should be integrated into all WALGA activities   

 Be structured and comprehensive to ensure consistent and comparable results  

 Customised and proportionate to WALGA’s external and internal context  

 Inclusive to ensure timely and appropriate involvement of stakeholders  

 A dynamic approach ensuring appropriate and timely responses to changes in WALGA’s 
internal and external context  

 Based on the best available information provided and utilised in a timely manner and 
available to all relevant stakeholders  

 Take into account human and cultural factors at each level and stage   

 Learning and experience to ensure continual improvement of risk management  
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Given this the following success criteria, indicators and performance measures will apply:  

Success Criteria  Indicator  Performance Measure  

The ERM Framework is 
implemented by 2021  

Implementation realised  % of implementation by 
organisation  

WALGA has a current, 
accurate and comprehensive 
understanding of its risks  

Awareness Training Sessions  

Risk Register  

Number of Attendees  

% of organisation contributing 
to Risk Register  

Risk Management is 
integrated into all WALGA 
activities  

Use of Risk Management 
processes    

% of Business Units utilising 
Risk Management processes  

WALGAs risks are within its 
risk criteria  

Heat Map  Number of risks outside risk 
criteria  

Risk Management is a part of 
decision making   

Finance & Services 
Committee decision making  

State Council decision 
making   

% of decisions made utilising 
Risk Management processes 

   

 
 
COMMENT  

Draft policies, plans and templates are in development and will be presented to the Finance & 
Services Committee as part of a proposed information and training session.  
 
It is envisaged that organisational implementation will occur throughout 2021 with regular reporting to 
the Finance & Services Committee. 
 
The Framework is underpinned by regular review and action plans. 
 
 
RESOUTION 
 
Moved:  Mr Colin Murphy 
Seconded:  President Cr Karen Chappel 
 
That a Strategic Risk Management information be noted and a training session be provided to 
the Finance and Services Committee as part of the regular February 2021 meeting. 
 
 CARRIED 
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5. Governance and Organisational Services  

Objectives: 

1. To provide a broad focused Governance, Training and Human Resource Management Service 
for external and internal clients which provide contemporary solutions to their governance, 
recruitment, performance management, training and development, industrial relations and other 
human resource management needs including Regional Capacity Building. 

2. To provide Association governance support for all State Council, Committees and Zone 
processes 

5.1 Governance and Organisational Services Report 
By Tony Brown, Executive Manager Governance & Organisational Services 

 
BACKGROUND 

The following report on activities within the Governance & Organisational Services team pertaining to 
Training, Employee Relations & Governance is provided for the information of committee members. 
 
TRAINING 
 

WALGA Training: Total Number of Training Registrations 
 
The 2020/21 financial year up to 31 October 2020 has recorded a total of 1,509 training 
registrations for both Elected Member and Officers. This is an increase on the same time last 
year which was 1051. 
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WALGA Training: Participants Categories  
 

 
 

Elected members attracted the highest number of participants with most Elected Members enrolling 

into the Elected Member courses during the COVID lock down period. The forecast for January – June 

2021 predicts high demands for Officer Training, Procurement and Waste Management as most Elected 

Members have completed their mandatory training. 

 

WALGA Training: eLearning Subscriptions 

 

E-Learning Subscriptions have grown over the past few years due to improved technology and 

COVID19 restrictions.  Traditionally, E-Learning subscriptions have been issued at any time of the year. 

To accommodate the growth in E-Learning subscriptions and to improve the administration of 

subscriptions, WALGA Training is looking to streamline the subscriptions to a 12 monthly cycle.  
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WALGA Training:  Delivery Location & Methodology 
 
Since 1st July 2020, 14% of participants attended training at a Local Government’s premises (regional 

and metro), 21% of participants attended training at WALGA, West Leederville and 65% undertook 

training via eLearning. Training Activities are forecast to increase for the rest of the financial year, in 

particular Face to Face training and our new virtual training via ZOOM.  

l 

 

WALGA Training: ELearning Participants 

 
Since 1st of July 2020, 22% Officers and 78% Elected Members undertook eLearning at WALGA. 
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WALGA Training: Council Members Essential – Update 

Total enrolments for 2019 Elected Members at WALGA 

 

In 2019, a total number of 589 Councillors have been elected. 88.30% undertook their Council Member 

Essentials Training with WALGA.  

12 months Progression Report on Council Members Essentials Training (5 Courses) 

 
Council Member Essentials Training consists out of 5 courses: 

 Understanding Local Government  

 Conflict of Interest 

 Serving on council 

 Understanding Financial Reports and budgets 

 Meeting procedures 

 

Of the 2527 enrolments 
 

 74% Completed (1860) 
 6.4% Only Quiz to Complete (161) 
 20.6% Not Commenced (506) 
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Training Meeting Update 

At the meeting Tony Brown advised of the following updated information: 

 98% of Elected Members elected in October 2019 enrolled with WALGA 

 77.4% completed all courses 

 6.2% completed the training but have summary test to complete 

 16.4% not commenced 

 
2020 had a variety of challenges including Universal Training (Council Members Essential) being 
introduced and the challenges with COVID19 interrupting traditional training delivery methods. Main 
issues experienced by members were linked to compatibility issues of mobile devises (iPads or mobile 
phones) and general learning barriers such as poor connectivity and digital literacy. The WALGA team 
has been working tirelessly to support all learners to achieve a successful outcome. We are currently 
testing our systems to support all mobile devises to provide a more user friendly experience going 
forward.  

EMPLOYEE RELATIONS  

 
Employee Relations Client Contact 

The Employee Relations team handled 455 enquiries for the month of September 2020, which is up 
from the same time last year. The most common enquiry by subject concerned disciplinary process, 
enterprise agreement consultancy, fitness for work and administrative enquiries.  

 

 

Consultancy Services 

 

Conducting position description classifications contributed to 59% of consulting work conducted in 
September. Followed by enterprise agreement negotiation services at 29% and policy development 
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and drafting.  During the month the paperwork for the approval of the Shire of Gnowangerup enterprise 
agreement was lodged, negotiations commenced for the Shire of Broome, and negotiations continued 
for the City of Palmerston. There has been a significant increase in the number of position descriptions 
classification reviews requests from Local Governments.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Employee 
Relations Training  
 
Local Government Industry Award 2020 – intermediate training was conducted on 2 October 2020. Nine 
participants attended the training. A webinar about the State Government’s Industrial Relations 
Legislation Amendment Bill 2020, was conducted by representatives from the Department of Mines 
Industry Regulation and Safety on 19 October 2020. 
 
Employee Relations Advocacy 
 
Our advocacy against the proposed Industrial Relations Legislation Amendment Bill 2020 (Bill) relating 
to Local Governments being mandated in the State system has continued. Meetings have been held 
with the Liberal Party, National Party and One Nation Party.  The Greens have been provided with a 
summary of the sectors concerns about the Bill and how the State Government intends to implement it.  
Having progressed through the Lower House of Parliament the Bill is now in the Upper House.  It is 
expected we will know the outcome of the Bill on or around 26 November 2020.  
 
Employee Relations Industrial Claims 
 
Two industrial claims were received in the month of September. One related to anti-bullying and the 
other a Fair Work Ombudsman mediation.  
 
 
GOVERNANCE 
 
Local Government Regulations Amendment Regulations (No.2) 2020 
 
The Local Government Regulations Amendment Regulations (No.2) 2020 Gazetted on 6 November 
2020 brought about further regulatory amendments and commenced LGA provisions relating to access 
to information, local and statewide public notice and appointment of authorised persons by the CEO. 
 
WALGA has updated online resources to reflect this latest suite of amendments, all of which relate to 
the Local Government Legislation Amendment Act 2019, most notably the information that must be 
made publicly available either on the Local Government’s website or by public inspection.  
 
The only remaining consultation from this Act relates to the Model Code of Conduct and CEO 
Standards, both of which will feature in this month’s State Council Agenda.   
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Annual and Special Meeting of Electors 
 
The Minister for Local Government Gazetted an amendment to the Order of 8th May 2020, lifting the 
prohibition against the holding of Annual and Special Elector’s meetings during the COVID-19 state of 
emergency period. Local Governments have 56 days following the date of Gazettal, 4th November 2020, 
to host the Annual Elector’s Meeting in relation to the 2019/2020 Annual Report.  
 
CRM Record of Enquiries 
 
There were 487 individual governance enquiries during the reporting period, as summarised below: 
 

 

 

RESOLUTION 
 
Moved: Cr Catherine Ehrhardt 
Seconded: President Cr Karen Chappel 
 
That the Governance & Organisational Services Report for November 2020 be received. 

 
 CARRIED 
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5. Other Business 
 
Nil  
 
 

6. Next Meeting 
 
The next ordinary meeting of the Finance and Services Committee meeting will be held 10am 
Wednesday 17 February 2021 in the Wattle Room. 
 

6.1 Meeting dates for 2021 
 
For your information below are the meeting dates for 2021. 
 

 
FINANCE AND SERVICES MEETINGS 

2021 

 
VENUE 

 

17 FEBRUARY 10am 
NORMAL   

Wattle Room 

21 APRIL – 10am  
NORMAL INCLUDING DRAFT 

BUDGET 

Wattle Room 

19 MAY – 10am 
SPECIAL MEETING – BUDGET 

Wattle Room 

14 JULY – 10am 
NORMAL INCLUDING FINANCIAL 

STATEMENTS AUDIT 

Wattle Room 

18 AUGUST – 10am 
NORMAL 

Wattle Room 

17 NOVEMBER – 10am 
NORMAL 

Wattle Room 

 
 

7. Closure 
 
There being no further business the Chair declared the meeting closed at 11:20am. 


